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Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks: 100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module. 

Module-1 
With neat sketches show the transformation process of pre-historic dwellings of all 

5 periods. (20 Marks) 

OR 
With neat sketches narrate the Megalithic burial systems during pre-historic period of all 5 

periods. (20 Marks) 

Module-2 
(12 Marks) a. In comparison narráte the characteristic ofriver valley civilization. 

b. Narrate with illustrations any two tribal cultüres dwellings. (08 Marks) 

OR 
a. How did mountain civilization Shaped Up, with illustrations discuss in brief all settlement 

and culture of Native Americans ? 
4 

(14 Marks) 
b. Explain with illustrations the desert culture and how climate influenced in shaping up their 

dwellings. (06 Marks) 

Module-3 
5 a. Explain with sketches the city planning during Indus valley civilization. Sketch couple of 

monumental architectural structures and label its characteristics. 
b. With sketches show transformation of Ziggurats and label the sketches with its 

characteristics. 
c. Neatly sketch and label Egyptian funerary monuments pyramid at Giza. 

(10 Marks) 

(05 Marks) 
(05 Marks) 

OR 

Write short notes with illustrations on any of the four: 
a.Great bath and Granary 
b. Ziggurats of Zanbil 
C. Pyramid of Giza 
d. Temple of Khons 
e. House plan and community wels. (20 Marks) 

Module-4 
What are the factors which influenced to shape up Chinese civilization? Quote with example 1 
Architecture of any one dynasty, planning of palace or a Tomb structure. (20 Marks) 

OR 
What are the faotors infuencing in shaping settlements of Japanese civilization? With 
illustration and labeling express the dwelling of any two ancient Japanese periods. (20 Marks) 
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With sketches describe any four of following structures 
a. Monuments during Mycenae (any one) 
b. Etruscan temple 
c. Town planning principles of Vedic city 
d. Palace at Pataliputra 
e. Lion gate of Mycenae 

Module-5 

OR 
10 a. Explain with neat sketches the Architect use of preclassical architecture Palace of Persepolis 

(20 Marks) 

in detail. 
b. With neat sketches explain town planning principles of Vedic city with all mandalas. 

(08 Marks) 

(12 Marks) 

** * ** 
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